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q(t)=qhor	


ux(t) 

Slender tower under seismic, horizontal excitations 

Typical assumption: 
only HORIZONTAL  
seismic excitations 
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rocking 

direction of wave propagation 



q(t)=qrot+ qhor 

ux(t) 

ψ(t) 

Slender tower under seismic, horizontal & rocking excitations 
 
 

2nd order effects 



A massive structure on a compliant soil 

RESPONSE, 
not excitations 

ONLY horizontal 
excitations 

SSI effects 



Some times such (response) rotations  
 from very complaint (weak) soil and strong 

horizontal excitations can be very serious 

Photograph taken after Kocaeli (1999) earthquake in Turkey 



A massive structure on a compliant soil 

RESPONSE, 
not excitations 

ONLY horizontal 
excitations 

SSI effects 

This is not what we consider by seismic rotational load 



Conclusion: 
Except for the structures founded directly on rock 
the structural response due to rotational excitations should 
be combined with rocking effects from soil compliance (or 
even SSI) 

rotational 
excitations 

structural model 

horizontal 
excitations 



Equation of motion of a plane, discrete system under horizontal 
kinematic excitations u(t) 

M - diagonal mass matrix 
m - vector of masses m1, m2, …, mn 

We may solve it using results of the eigenproblem (natural frequencies ωi , modes wi)  
and mode superposition method 

natural modes 

modal participation factors 

modal impulse response functions 



Equation of motion of a plane, discrete system under horizontal 
kinematic excitations u(t) – solution by response spectrum method 

M - diagonal mass matrix 
m - vector of masses m1, m2, …, mn 

We may solve it using results of the eigenproblem (natural frequencies ωi , modes wi)  
and mode superposition method 

using response spectrum method  
one can asses maxima the modal displacements 

smooth, design  
acceleration response spectrum 

Total displacement response by the SRSS rule 

natural modes 

modal participation factors 

modal impulse response functions 



Equation of motion of a plane, discrete system under combined 
horizontal excitations ux(t) and rocking excitations θ(t) 

{mh} - vector containing multiplications  
m1

.h1 , m2
.h2 , … mi

.hi , …, mn
.hn , 

modal displacement response  
from horizontal excitations 

modal displacement response  
from rotational excitations 

total displacements  
again by SRSS rule 



Base shear & bending moments: 
For the high buildings and slender towers, important response measures can be base shears & overturning moments 
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Base shear & bending moments: 
For the high buildings and slender towers, important response measures can be base shears & overturning moments 

 
First we define equivalent pseudo-static seismic forces (i.e. leading to the same response displacements) 

ignoring damping effects in force response and summing down all the Pji 
forces one arrives at so called BASE SHEAR force which is a good, 
approximate measure of seismic load for any structure 
After some algebra, for the i-th mode, this force equals: 



overturning moments: 
bending moment at the base contributed by i-th mode can be obtained by 
summing down multiplications of seismic force by respective heights of their 
applications  

hj 



Total base shear & overturning moments: 
Total response (base shear or overturning moments) from all modal responses is again 
approximated by the SRSS rule 
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Eurocode 8 part 6 
Design of structures for earthquake resistance -  

Towers, masts and chimneys 



Eurocode 8 part 6 
Design of structures for earthquake resistance -  

Towers, masts and chimneys 

or in terms of the natural period T=2π/ω 
 

  

a multiplier and familiar, horizontal, acceleration, design response spectrum Sa(T)   
 

Rotational response spectrum: 
 

  



Eurocode 8 part 6 
Design of structures for earthquake resistance -  

Towers, masts and chimneys 
Sa(T) – familiar, horizontal, acceleration, design response spectrum  
             depending on local soil profile  
  

!



Eurocode 8 part 6 
Design of structures for earthquake resistance -  

Towers, masts and chimneys 

Conclusion –  
The rocking “multiplier” decreases with increasing natural period and increases for 
softer soils (with increasing vS) 
  
Important question:  
What is the origin of such calibration of the rocking component? 
Answer: 
More angineering intuition than the actual data  
    – so far there is no reliable rotational record of STRONG earthquake 
       like the famous “El Centro” signal from 1941  
  



What can be done? 
1. Promote networks of strong motion rotational sensors in active seismic regions 
2. Try to record very strong rockbursts (from deep mining) ML about 4 to 5+ 
3. Try to trace very strong aftershocks (ML=6+)  with well designed portable strong 
motion rotational instruments 
4. While waiting for the benchmark strong rocking record, in the mean time, we can 
investigate appropriate methods of calculating rocking effects on structures 

Reasons: 
u  It is difficult to measure very STRONG seismic rotation 
u  We have to wait until a truly strong earthquake occur close to a  reliable, strong 

motion, rotational instrument 



Purpose of this lecture: 
 

To check how to practically model the Eurocode 8 part 6 load  
for typical, old tower 



    Parma Bell Tower 

Built in gothic style  
between 1284 and 1294 
(more than 700 years old) 
Masonry structure 
with marble corners 
 
 
 double walls made of clay 
bricks with an infill of a 
mixture of stone and 
masonry rubble 



    Parma Bell Tower 



    Parma Bell Tower 

square cross section 
     7.72x7.72m 
 
 

                       
64.25m                  

 
 

wall  thickness 
decreasing with height  
from 1.40 to 1.05m  

 
The soil underneath the 
tower consist of alluvial 
deposits with prevailing 
slimy clays, clayey sandy 
slimes and slimy sands. 
Average shear wave 
velocity with vS=200m/s 
Soil C according to EC-8  

The average mechanical 
masonry characteristics were 
measured by means of in-situ 
tests and through analogy 
with similar constructions in 
the region. 
Young modulus E=3000MPa 

(dimensions & material data) 
 



    Parma Bell Tower  
    – 3D Finite Element Method (FEM) model  
        in SAP 2000  

Thick, shell element 
combining membrane 
and plate, bending 
behaviour to model  
two-way, out-of-plane, 
plate rotational stiffness 
components and a 
translational stiffness 
component in the 
direction normal to the 
plane of the element. 
The thick-plate 
(Mindlin/Reissner) 
formulation is applied 
which includes the 
effects of 
transverse shearing 
deformation. 



Rad/s 

    Parma Bell Tower 
(results of eigenproblem) 



    Parma Bell Tower – Timoshenko beam model 
 
So far none civil engineering FEM software (including SAP-2000) and 
other FEM programs allow direct rotational kinematic excitations, 
particularly in response spectrum format 
 
 
Question: How to obtain dynamic response of slender tower to 
rotational excitations? 
Answer: to build your own full scale FEM software 
               or 
               to build a simplified FEM model 



    Parma Bell Tower – Timoshenko beam model  
                            prepared in Matlab 

    equivalence of the Matlab-Timoshenko model vs. SAP 2000 thick shell element model 
minimization of difference between natural frequencies + and tip displacements among both models 



    Parma Bell Tower  
– results of seismic response analyses  
   with Eurocode 8 response spectrum  
 
    design ground accelerations ag=2.146m/s2  
    &  
    soil C = average compliant stiffness  
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    Parma Bell Tower  
– results of seismic response analyses  
   with Eurocode 8 response spectrum  



    Parma Bell Tower  
 assesment of P-Δ effects 

2nd order effects 



    Parma Bell Tower  
– rotational ground motion excitation effects  
                                Conclusions 
1.  Seismic response spectrum computations for the old tower were carried out with 

and without rocking excitation effects 
2.  A 3D Finite Element Method was applied to solve the eigenproblem of the tower 
3.  An equivalent Timoshenko beam model using 1D FEM was prepared in order to 

include also rocking excitation effects. This was done because so far none of the 
available commercial civil engineering software allows to include rocking 
excitations, particularly in format pf response spectrum 

4.  The applied Eurocode 8 part 6 rotation, rocking seismic load definition still 
requires calibrations which may happen when some true and reliable strong motion 
rocking records are acquired 

5.  The actual EC-8.6 response spectrum model showed quite substantial 20% 
contribution of rocking excitation effects in the analysed case 

6.  The 2nd order p-Δ delta effects appeared to be small for the response case analyzed 
(about 1.2%) 

   
 



    Thank you for your attention 
 










